CAREER SERVICE BOARD, CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER,
STATE OF COLORADO
Appeal No. 49-15A
DECISION AND ORDER

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF:
KIMBERLY NOVITCH,
Respondent-Appellant,
vs.
DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE,
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation,
Petitioner-Agency.

Kim Novitch (Appellant) is twenty-three year employee of the City and County of
Denver. She is employed by the City's Department of Finance at Denver International
Airport as a Materials Manager. In that managerial role she has twenty-one
subordinates. She was watching television one night and saw a prank, which, she
believed, would be fun to try in the workplace.
On July 23, 2015, Quentin Jones 1, a friend of Appellant's, and his co-worker,
Tanya Porter, went to Appellant's office to pick up some paperwork. Appellant asked
Jones for a kiss on the cheek. Jones was hesitant, but he complied with the request and
gave Appellant a kiss on the cheek. Appellant then asked Jones for a kiss on the other
cheek. As Jones went to comply, Appellant quickly turned her head so that instead of
Jones kissing her on the cheek, his lips landed directly on her lips. Jones had just kissed
a supervisor, on the lips, in the workplace. Appellant pointed out to Jones that the kiss
had been captured on an overhead security camera. Jones responded, "oh no, that was
on camera." He was embarrassed and hurried out of the office. Appellant then made a
printout of the kiss off of the security camera footage. 2
The following week, Jones and Porter once again found themselves in Appellant's
office picking up paperwork. Appellant reminded Jones about the kiss and handed him
a screen shot printout from the security camera which had captured their kiss. Jones
was both embarrassed and nervous because he was "low man on the totem pole" and he
thought he might get in trouble. He had only complied with the kiss requests because he
did not wish to be disrespectful by refusing a manger's request.
Upper management learned of the incident and performed an investigation. The
Agency ultimately determined that Appellant's actions had violated Career Service Rules
1 Jones holds a position subordinate to Appellant's though he is not in her direct chain of command.
"These facts are taken from the Hearing Officer's Findings section of his decision, at page 2.

16-60 B (carelessness in perlormance of duties), 16-60 D (unauthorized use of
equipment), 16-60 0 (failure to maintain satisfactory working relationships) and 16-60
Y (conduct in violation of rules and other authority) as relating to Career Service Rule 15
(Code of Conduct) and especially the rules regarding harassment and discrimination.
Appellant was issued a ten-day suspension by the Agency.
Appellant appealed her suspension to a Hearing Officer. The Hearing Officer
determined that Appellant had violated some of the alleged Career Service Rules but
that these violations were "relatively minor." 3 He also determined that Appellant had
not violated the most serious rule - the rule prohibiting sexual harassment, and that
there were several mitigating circumstances. The Hearing Officer, therefore, reduced
the ten-day suspension to a written reprimand.
The Agency has appealed that decision. Even accepting all the findings regarding
rules violations and evidentiary facts found by the Hearing Officer as true, because we
believe that Appellant's misconduct was so thoughtless, unprofessional, and antithetical
to the City's efforts and policies attempting to insure a workplace free of discrimination
and harassment, we hold that the imposition of a ten-day suspension for Appellant's
misconduct was within the range of alternatives available to a reasonable administrator
and, as such, we reverse the Hearing Officer and re-impose the ten-day suspension.
The Agency first argues that the Hearing Officer misinterpreted CSR 15 when he
held that the Agency was required to prove that Appellant's actions were motivated by
some animus towards a protected status.4 We agree.
We first note that the American Heritage College Dictionary offers two definitions
of "animus" which might be relevant to this case. The first definition is "an attitude that
informs one's actions; while the second is, "a feeling of animosity; ill will." To the extent
that the Hearing officer coupled the concept of "animus" with the concept of an
"unwelcome sexual advance,"s we assume he meant that the kiss on the lips was not
motivated by any ill will towards Jones' and his gender and, therefore, could not amount
to sexual harassment under the Rule. This misinterprets the Rule.
While it may typically be the case that outright discrimination is motivated by
animus against a person because of their membership in a protected class (e.g., a dislike
of minorities, or older persons, or even males or females), it defies common sense to
believe that sexual harassment, to be actual sexual harassment, must be motivated by a
dislike of the victim's gender. It may certainly be the case that a man may harass a
woman because he does not like women. But as the Agency correctly notes in its brief,
this is not necessarily the case. A supervisor who unrelentingly askes a subordinate for a
date or endeavors to get the employee to wear suggestive clothing is not engaging in that
inappropriate behavior because he dislikes women, but most likely does so because the
subordinate is a woman; and that misconduct is no less sexual harassment because of
Hearing Officer's decision, p. 11.
Hearing Officer Decision, bottom of p. 6, middle of p. 7.
s Hearing Officer Decision, middle of p. 7.
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it.6 • We believe that our Rule 15 is intended to prohibit harassing conduct when that
conduct is taken at least partially on account of that person's gender. In other words, if
the person's gender played a part in the harassment, that is sufficient to bring the
misconduct within the ambit of the Rule.7
Here, there can be no question that Jones's gender played some part in
Appellant's choice of victims. Appellant admitted that she chose Jones for the prank
because she considered him to be like a "little brother." She did not choose a female as a
subject for her prank, and she did not choose someone whom she considered to be like a
female sibling to be the subject of her kiss on the lips. We believe the record is clear that
Jones was chosen by Appellant to be the butt of her inappropriate joke, in part, because
of his sex or gender. This satisfies the requirement of Rule 15 that for there to be
actionable harassment, it must be, in part based on or account of the person's sex or
gender.
We also believe that the record supports a finding that the Agency proved the
ultimate issue that the kiss amounted to physical conduct such as an "unwanted
touching" under CSR 15-102(C). Appellant did not ask Jones to kiss her on the lips.
Jones did not ask Appellant if he could kiss her on the lips. There is no evidence that
Jones ever wanted to kiss Appellant on the lips, and the fact that Appellant needed to
trick Jones into the kiss supports a conclusion that the kiss was unwanted and that
Appellant knew it would be unwanted. 8 The Hearing Officer erred, therefore, in his
finding that the Agency had failed to prove the kiss to be prohibited conduct under the
rule.9
We also disagree with the Hearing Officer's conclusion that the trick kiss did not
amount to "sexual harassment" as defined under old Career Service Rule 1. First, we
hold that a kiss on the lips in this situation is physical conduct of a sexual nature.
Second, we believe this record reflects that the kiss had the effect of unreasonably
interfering with Jones' work or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive
environment. That the work environment had been damaged by the Appellant is
demonstrated in the Hearing Officer's findings that even a week after the incident,
6 Of course, the same is true in reverse, as is present in this case involving a female superior and a male
subordinate.
7 This would be closer to the first definition of "animus" recounted above.
8 The Hearing Officer claimed that Jones's "equivocation" on the issue meant that the Agency failed to
prove that the touching, i.e., the kiss on the mouth, was unwanted. But the equivocation referred to by the
Hearing Officer at page 9 of his Decision does not appear to be equivocation on the precise issue of
whether the kiss on the mouth was wanted or not. Even if Jones ultimately considered the incident to be
"no big deal" or "in good fun," it would not mean that he did not consider the kiss an act of unwanted
touching.
9 We do not intend to make a hard and fast rule, but we believe that a managerial employee coercing a kiss
on the mouth from a subordinate - in the workplace - is so clearly inappropriate that absent some
evidence of an intimate relationship between the two, or at least some evidence of an invitation from the
subordinate to the manager soliciting the kiss, it would not have been unreasonable for the hearing officer
to adopt a res ipsa loquitor posture regarding the kiss. Given the City's rules and policies, and given even
a small modicum of common sense, Appellant's actions could have been assumed to be unwanted and
inappropriate, making it incumbent upon Appellant to prove otheiwise - something she did not and could
not do.

Jones was still embarrassed and nervous in the presence of Appellant and that Jones
believed, despite the fact that he had been tricked into kissing a supervisor, that it was
Jones who was going to get into trouble. 10 Additional damage is evidenced by Jones'
belief that even after being tricked into giving Appellant a kiss on the lips, subsequently
reminding him of the incident and then presenting him with a copy of the videorecorded image of the kiss, it was he who owed an apology to Appellant. We hold the
Agency did prove that Appellant's actions violated the City's prohibitions against sexual
harassment. 11
So even if we believed that Appellant's misconduct amounted to minor violations
of workplace rules as found by the Hearing Officer, we would hold, as a matter of sound
public policy, that the reduction of the imposed discipline from a ten-day suspension to
a written reprimand was unwarranted in that it deprecated the seriousness of the
proven misconduct and would send the wrong message regarding the dedication the
City has to maintaining a work environment safe for all and free of unwanted and
unwelcome misconduct. We can think of no circumstance where Appellant's actions
would be appropriate in our workplace. To the extent that we believe this is not even a
close call, the fact that the rules violations may be "minor" does not mean that the
punishment was required to be minor. The Agency considered Appellant's clean
disciplinary history and her contrition12 and decided not to issue a harsher suspension
as a result.
In Rick's Cafe Americain, a kiss may be still a kiss, but in the workplace, a kiss is
an HR nightmare. 1a The ten-day suspension imposed on Appellant was not clearly
excessive, given the City's policies and rules against sexual harassment and harassment
in general, and the abysmal judgment exercised by the Appellant.
The Hearing Officer's decision, as indicated above is REVERSED. The ten-day
suspension originally issued to Appellant by the Agency is re-instated.
Hearing Officer's Decision, bottom of page 2.
For these same reasons, we reverse the Hearing Officer's decision finding that the Agency had failed to
prove a violation of 16-60(0) (Failure To Maintain Satisfactory Working Relationships). Permanency of
damage to the work relationship is not prerequisite for finding a violation of this rule. A proper
relationship was not maintained by Appellant when: she asked Jones for a kiss on the cheek, an action
inappropriate in the workplace under any circumstances, but made even more inappropriate by the fact
that Appellant was a supervisor and Jones was not and that Jones felt compelled to comply with the
inappropriate request because of Appellant's supervisory position; she tricked Jones into giving her a kiss
on the lips, doing so in front of others in and embarrassing Jones and causing him to feel as if he was the
one who was going to get disciplined because of the inappropriate conduct; and when she opened up the
wounds a week later by giving Jones a copy of the photo of the kiss and reminding him of his
embarrassment and potential jeopardy for discipline. This belies the Hearing Officer's claim made at the
top of pages of his decision that Jones failed to describe any negative effect on the working relationship
with Appellant.
12 Appellant saw the kissing stunt on television. She had ample time to think things through and still
came to the conclusion that reproduction of the prank was appropriate for the workplace. She then had
an entire week to think about what she had done. She did not conclude that she owed Jones an apology,
rather, she doubled-down on her poor judgment and chose to present Jones with a picture of their
indiscretion, giving Jones an opportunity to re-live their magic moment. Jones was not sorry or contrite
until it became evident that her bosses did not share her fondness for pranks in the workplace.
13 Testimony of Carrie Holmestad, witness for Appellant, Tr. p. 99:22-25.
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SO ORDERED by the Board on July 7, 2016, and documented this 15th day of September,
2016.

BY THE BOARD:

~---;.,,------Chair (or Co-Chair)
Board Members Concurring:

Neil Peck
Derrick Fuller

